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Abstract

Neutron scattering measurements have been performed on a single crystal sample of

CBCOOASMyawBr$, a quasi-one-dimensional, Ising-like antiferromagnet. Residual three-

dimensional interactions between the dilute magnetic chains precipitate a phase transition

to long range order at Tjf ~ 8.5 K, and short range correlations persist ra Hgh as 40 K.

Relatively high energy inelastic scattering from both "bulk" spin wave modes and "end"

modes is observed from the finite chains. The low energy inelastic spectrum is dominated

by 8oHton scattering due to anti-phase domain walls propagating along the finite chains.
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The magnetic properties of C8Co\^.9MgmXz where X is either Br or Cl has been the

subject of extensive study. It is of interest to two communities; one interested in quasi-

one-dimensional magnetic behavior and another interested in geometrically-frustrated co-

operative behavior. Pure C&CoBr$ is described as an Ising-like antiferromagnet on a

stacked triangular lattice1. It crystallizes in the hexagonal space grouyp P6$/mmc with

lattice parameters of c=6.247 A and a= 7.469 A at 4.2 K. Spin | magnetic moments are

associated with each Co2+ and these lie on a simple hexagonal lattice and are alligned

predominantly along the hexagonal c-direction (the stacking direction). Previous inelastic

neutron scattering measurements2 have shown that this material is well described by the

following Hamiltonian:

with ,7=1.62 THz decribing the antiferromagnetic, nearest neighbor interactions along

c, and J'—0.096 THz describing the antiferromagnetic nearest neighbor inteactions within

the basal (triangular) plane. The exchange anisotropy term, e, is 0.137 and a weak single-

ion exchange mixing term has been omitted for simplicity. The large ratio of the exchange

coupling along c to that within the basal plane gives rise to an extended temperature

regime over which this system can be thought of as being quasvone-dimessional. However

at sufficiently low temperatures, the weaker basal plane interactions precipitate a phase

transition to three-dimensional long range order. These ordered states and the transitions

between them, have been the subject of much attention. CaCoBr3 displays1'3 three such

ordered phases, with the phase transition from the paramagnetic state to the highest-

temperature ordered phase occuring at Tux—2%A K. This has the interesting feature that

on average, one out of every three chains along c remains paramagnetic, while the other

two order into anti-phase domain pairs. This triples the periodicity within the basal plane

giving rise to magatic Bragg reflections of the form ( | , | , i) with I odd.

We have carried out elastic and inelastic neutron scattering measurements on a high-

quality single crystal of CACOOMM90.17 Brs for the purpose of studying the effect of mag-

netic dilution on both the quasi-one-dimensional excitation spectrum as well as the three-

dimensional correlations and ordered phases. Measurements were made on the E3 and



C5 triple axis spectrometers at Chalk River Laboratories, as well aa the HB2 triple axis

spectrometer at Oak BIdge National Laboratory. The measurements were made with con*

st&nt scattering wavevector k', corresponding to a scattered neutron frequency of z/=3.52

THz. A pyrolytic graphite filter was placed in the in the scattered beam to remove higher

order contamination. A typical collimation of 0.3° was used in both incident and scattered

beam paths. These provide a typical frequency resolution of 0.25 THz. The effect of mag-

netic dilution on the excitation spectrum has been previously studied in the isostructural

compound C*Coa.teMgo.i?Clai, while work on the effect of such dilution on the ordered

phases of CsCoi-.xMgt,Clg,'i has also been performed. The present work seeks to extend

the understanding provided by these studies, and use of the bromide, as opposed to the

chloride, has the important advantage for neutron scattering studies of a much reduced

incoherent scattering cross section.

The temperature dependence of the order parameter as measured at the (§, §, 1) mag-

netic Bragg reflection is shown m Fig. 1. It indicates that !#< has moved down to ~ 8.5 K

from 28.4 K in the pure crystal, and there is a pronounced tail to the Bragg scattering up to

higher temperatures. This tail is qualitatively similar to that seen in CsCo^,^MgQ,nChA

and is likely due to concentration gradients. The inset of Fig.l shows diffuse scattering

scans across (ft, A, 1) passing through the (§, | , 1) magnetic Bragg position. As such it is

a measure of three-dimensional, inter-chain correlations; a truely one-dimensional system

would show no h dependence in scans of this form, while basal plane correlations show up

as diffuse intensity peaked up around (§, | , 1). As can be seen from this inset, such diffuse

scattering exists as high as 40 K even though long range order exists only below ~ 8.5 K.

This is roughly the same temperature scale over which short range inter-chain correlations

persist in pure CSCOBTJ. Consequently, while relatively small amounts of non-magnetic

Mg impurities disrupt the long range order, their effect on the short range correlations is

much leas severe.

Inelastic neutron scattering data in the paramagnetic state is shown in Fig. 2. the

upper panel of Fig. 2 shows data at T=13 K taken in constant-Q mode at relatively high

energy-transfer and the one-dimensional zone-center (-0.8,-0.8,1.5). It shows two modes

which have been identified as magnetic in origin by careful measurements in different zones



to check for the characteristic wavevector dependencies exhibited by magnons and phonons.

One of these is similar to the spin waves previously observed in pure CaCoEr^}, This mode

is actually part of the spin wave continuum which arises from the weak mixing of Ir&u&verse

spin (SX,SV) coupling in the Hamiltonian through the e parameter. These eigenvectors of

these normal modes involve the motion of spins within the bulk of a finite chain which fed

roughly the same mean exchange field as spins within infinite chains. At roughly half of

the energy of these modes is another, weaker, magnetic inelastic branch which arises due

to the motion of spins at the extremities of the finite chains. Such spins are missing one

nearest neighbor and must fluctuate within half the mean exchange field of those in the

interior of the finite chain. Doth of these branches of magnetic excitations show only weak

dispersion as is expected for such Ising-like systems. This dispersion is summarized in Fig

3, and is qualitatively very similar to that observed in C8C0Q.aMgQ.17d3*.

Relatively low energy transfer, inelastic data iB shown in Fig. 2 b). Constant-energy

scans were carried out to investigate the presence of soli tons, or propagating anti-phase

domain boundaries along the finite chains. These non-linear excitations have been ex-

tensively studied in pure CaCoBr^7 and CsCoCl^ and are known to exist both in the

paramagnetic phase and in the partially-paramagnetic high temperature ordered phase

below TJVI. As already discussed, the non-magnetic impurities greatly suppress the ap-

pearance of the first long range ordered state and this crystal presents the opportunity to

observe these excitations at lower temperatures, where thermal damping effects are less

pronounced.

Constant-frequency measurements at v—Q.S THz are shown in the lower panel of Fig.

2 at temperatures of 30 K and 10 K. This scan is of the form (0.81,0.81,??) where °n is varied

across the one-dimensional «cae center at r/=1.0. This scattering is identified as being due

to solitons due to its thermally-activated nature, and the similarity of this scattering to

that identified as solitonic in the pure compound7. However distict peaks in f? on either side

of 17 =1.0 as had been observed in the pure compound, were nut seen in this experiment.

The effect of the finite nature of the magnetic chains is not to preclude the exist ance of

the aolitons, but does appear to add significant damping, a result that is not unexpected

as a additional source of disorder (it? addition to thermal disorder) has been added to the



problem. This will be extensively discussed in a separate publication.

The dispersion relation for these three branches of magnetic excitation, "bulk" spin

wave mode, "end" spin wave mode, and solitona, are summarized in Fig 3. The spin wave

frequency assignments are from constant-Q scans of the form (0,0,3-7/), open circles, and

(-.8,-.8,l+»?), closed aides. As the neutron scattering experiment is sensitive to spin fluc-

tuations within a plane perpendicular to Q measurements at (0,0,8-17) probe fluctuations

transverse to the moment, and chain, direction, while those at (-.8,-.8,1+7?) probe both

longitudinal and transverse fluctuations. The fact that the frequency assignments arc vir-

tually identical for the two scattering geometries indicates that these spin wave fluctuations

are transverse in nature. This is in contrast to the soliton fluctuations, which are known

to be primarily longitudinal in nature7'8*9.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: The peak intensity of the (§t§>l) magnetic Bragg reflection is shown as a

function of temperature and indicates long range order sets in it^ar S.5 K. The inset shows

the logio of diffuse magnetic scattering intensity peaking near ( | , f, 1) at temperatures up

to ~ 40 K.

Figure 2: a) A representative constant-Q scan taken at {-.8,-.8,1.5) is shown. A "bulk"

spin wave mode is observed at frequency 2 / ~ 3.4 THz while the "end" spin wave mode is

observed at ~ 2.2 THz. b) A representative constant-frequency scan of the form (.8,-8,)?) is

shown for v—0.3 THz. The thermally-activated nature of this soliton scattering iB apparent.

Figure 3: The dispersion relation for "bulk" spin wave excitations, "end" spin wave exci-

tations, and solitons is shown. The spin wave measurements were obtained from scans of

the form (0,0,3-17), open circles, and (-.8,-.8,l-H?), closed circles, as discussed in the text.

The thermally activated sohtons are indicated by the lined region.
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